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Abstract– Planning and Scheduling tools used by construction 
professionals nowadays not always consider the effect of variability 
in the construction process; they do not consider explicitly the effect 
of changes in activity durations along the production chain. 
Discrete event simulation approach is a relevant exception that 
deserves particular attention from the construction industry. The 
present research proposes a discrete event simulation model applied 
to a simplified construction process schedule. This model 
considered main construction activities divided in: foundations, 
structure and roofing. The model can be extended and easily 
applied to other construction activities. Input parameters for the 
model were obtained directly from on-site field experience and a 
beta unimodal distribution assigned. On a first stage, PERT 
scheduling methodology was used for the model, which was later 
compared with discrete event simulation. Results did not provide 
evidence of significant statistical differences between different 
probability distribution used with respect to the mean project 
duration obtained using PERT scheduling as compared to the 
discrete event simulation model. This provides conclusions about 
total project duration and validation of the probability distribution 
types considered in the present research. 

Keywords-- Simplified Scheduling; Building Construction; 
Discrete Event Simulation; PERT. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Construction projects are regularly exposed to problems 
related to the planning and execution of works, product of 
imprecise scheduling and inadequate allocation of roles and 
resources. As a result of this, it has been necessary to 
implement new approaches in the construction management 
processes, in order to minimize project duration delay, one of 
these approaches being the Discrete Event Simulation [1], [2]. 

Accordingly, the present research consists of developing a 
discrete event simulation model applied to a building process 
by means of a simplified scheduling model, capable of 
incorporating the dynamics of constructive processes through 
a stochastic analysis of construction activities. 

The construction industry represents a considerable 
contribution to the Gross Domestic Product of national 
economies, but despite its importance, the construction 
industry faces a characteristic problem; the existence of lags or 
delays in production processes. It is usual that construction 
projects do not meet the scheduled total duration and exceed 
the budgeted costs [3].  

On the other hand, due to the inherent nature of the 
construction industry, all projects have a certain amount and 
type of associated uncertainty [4, 5]. The complexity and 
uncertainty of a construction project produces variability in 

production flows, in detriment of the performance of a 
productive system [6, 7]. Understanding the variability as the 
quality of non-uniformity of a type of entity, this has been a 
subject of study due to its close relationship with the 
randomness of a phenomenon, where the Discrete Events 
Simulation has demonstrated for many years the ability to 
address such effect [8, 9]. 

Moreover, the current construction scheduling techniques 
have not efficiently tackled the inconstant nature of the 
construction processes, especially the uncertainty related to 
the duration necessary to complete an activity. This type of 
random variation, known as natural variability (fluctuation due 
to differences between operators, machines and materials), 
random detentions due to climatic conditions, preparations, 
availability of labor and work redone (due to unacceptable 
quality) has not been incorporated in a massive way and 
simplified in the traditional schemes of construction process 
scheduling. The common practice of the construction 
professionals has been to assign activities durations under a 
static or deterministic approach, which does not represent the 
reality of the construction projects. 

I.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Simulation 
On 1948, with the contributions of Harris and Kahn, 

begins the study of simulation as a field of knowledge, where 
they systematized the first simulation techniques that were 
applied in different environments [10]. 

Then, Banks et al. [11] defines simulation as the digital 
implementation of a dynamic model through time, which 
generates an artificial history of modeled systems, where the 
contemporary concept of simulation arose from the evolution 
of the Monte Carlo method and applications of statistical, 
physical and mathematical models, as a consequence of the 
development of computer tools [12]. 

Since then many authors have based the study of 
simulation considering it an art based on intuition [13, 14, 15]. 
This conception implies that the modeling process is 
developed by a select and trained group of creative people, 
although other researchers have also considered the exercise 
of simulation as a technical solution or as a combination of art 
and science [16, 17]. 

Since the 70s, simulation has been increasing attention 
due to the growing acceptance of the different disciplines of 
science and its varied applications in the military industry, 
production and services. Its widespread use, as a consequence 
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of the evolution of computer science, has led from then until 
now to be practiced in various knowledge areas and 
disciplines [18, 19, 1]. 

 
B. Simulation in Engineering 

One of the first engineering simulation practices dates 
back to the 1920s and 1930s, when statisticians began using 
the first machines and random number tables to develop and 
understand statistical theory [20]. 

As long as computational simulation costs decrease since 
the 70s, and in parallel with the evolution of a series of 
general-purpose computer tools, such as FORTRAN, C ++ & 
Visual Basic, the simulation began to be used by a number of 
organizations, especially by industrial engineering and 
operations research [21]. This accompanied by the appearance 
of new special purpose software and data packages (Arena, 
Extend, Simscrip, ProModel, FlexSim, etc.), led the simulation 
to expand to various areas, such as chemical engineering [22], 
electrical engineering [23], mechanical engineering and 
automation [24], among many others. 

Due to the computational potential of the software tools 
and software available to engineers today, the use and 
dependence of simulation has increased throughout the 
engineering design process [25]. In this sense, there are 
multiple instances where the simulation has landed in the 
engineering community where, for example, the Winter 
Simulation Conference is currently an international 
benchmark in demonstrating the advances in engineering 
simulation, grouping year after year the maximum exponents 
in this matter [26]. 

 
C. Simulation in Civil Engineering 

One of the first experiences with computer simulations in 
Civil Engineering had its origin in 1979. A group of 
researchers, members of the Civil Engineering Department of 
the University of Nottingham, conducted a study over a 10 
years period, with the objective to observe and measure the 
results that the implementation of this type of tools would take 
in the teaching-learning process of their students [27]. The 
results concluded that students benefited from the use of these 
computational tools, adopting them to solve and understand 
problems in relevant areas of the profession, such as planning 
and control of construction and negotiation projects within the 
construction process. 

Since the adoption of simulation experiences in the 
classroom, this has brought multiple benefits and a variety of 
uses and applications in Civil Engineering [28]. In particular 
regarding the ways in which tools are conveyed to students to 
create and review construction schedules, and disseminate 
through simulations the knowledge based on the Lean 
Construction philosophy [29, 30]. 

Finally, a series of other investigations on simulation in 
civil engineering, related to areas of project management [31], 
earthworks [32], tunnels [33, 34, 35], hydraulic design and 
water systems [36], structures [2, 37], among others, stand out. 

Most of these applications have been mainly intended to deal 
with the complexity of the problems in which an analytical 
solution is not feasible. 

 
D. Construction Simulation 

The first application of simulation to constructive 
processes was directed by Halpin in 1977, with the 
introduction of CYCLONE (CYCLic Operations Network), 
simulation tool created to model, analyze and control 
operations in construction of repetitive character [38]. The 
modeling implemented by Halpin prompted the emergence of 
a series of simulation research and methodologies applied to 
the construction sector. 

At the beginning of the 90s, with the advent of object-
oriented programming languages, a series of research and 
applications aimed at these languages in construction began 
[39]. It was thus during that decade the most recognized 
software flourished, such as: COOPS; COST; Myclocyclone; 
CIPROS; Disco; and STROBOSCOPE-CPM. 

To the extent that new and more powerful programming 
languages and computing tools were developed, the ability to 
solve increasingly complex problems in construction was also 
developed. With the introduction and advances in terms of 
what is known as Special Purpose Simulation Approaches 
[40], progress was made in the generation of specific 
simulation environments, seeking to reach professionals of the 
construction industry with little or no experience in the theory 
of simulation [41, 42]. 

In the 2000s, 3D visualization systems allowed describing 
simulation processes in a more intuitive and friendly way [43]. 
Later, with the advent of more specialized software in 
construction processes, it was possible to get closer to real 
systems [44]. 

Thus, in recent years, applications and research in 
construction management has experienced significant 
academic growth [32]; where the current state has resulted in 
an increased tendency to apply simulation tools to 
construction projects of different nature [45]. On the other 
hand, the combination of 3D models with construction 
schedules to create models in four dimensions (4D), has 
allowed visualizing work progress in real time [46, 42]. 
Accordingly, numerous investigations involving Building 
Information Models (BIM) have proliferated as a 
revolutionary strategy for the integration of large-scale 
construction projects. 

Notwithstanding the aforementioned, although there are 
extensive investigations regarding simulations that involve 
construction schedules; these continue to be complex to be 
applied by professionals who have little or no experience with 
modeling. That being said, there is limited evidence of a 
simplified method of scheduling construction activities, based 
on valid Discrete Event Simulation, which allows any 
construction professional create, in a simple way, their own 
models and extend them to any construction project; realizing 
the main objective of this paper. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

This study proposes the use of a Discrete Events 
Simulation (DES) model as a valid and extensible tool in the 
simplified scheduling of a construction project. For this 
prupose, the analysis consisted of simulating main 
construction activities, taking as a case study a dwelling unit, 
and then comparing the construction durations of the 
simulated project, with the durations delivered by a traditional 
scheduling method, elaborated based on PERT (Program 
Evaluation and Review Technique) methodology. 

The constructive operation for simplicity was divided into 
3 activities considered as critical activities corresponding to: 
Foundations, Structure and Roofing. In a first stage, the 
construction system was simulated using a PERT scheduling 
model, using input parameters collected on field. In parallel, a 
Discrete Event Simulation model was formulated, which was 
subsequently implemented through the FlexSimTM 
computational tool. 

Finally, to validate this new simplified scheduling 
approach, based on Discrete Simulation, a statistical contrast 
was made between both models (PERT & DES), in order to 
compare both expected durations of the constructive process. 
The methodology used is summarized in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Methodology used for the study case. 

 
IV. SCHEDULING USING PERT 

The PERT method is a scheduling technique that 
considers the non-deterministic condition of activities 
durations involved in a project [47]. This method is derived 
from the conventional network model CPM (Critical Path 
Method), with the difference that PERT allows managing the 
uncertainty of the activities, assuming a type of statistical 
distribution. For years, CPM & PERT have proven to be 
useful tools for planning, scheduling and controlling 
construction projects [48]. 

PERT considers the beta distribution as an adequate 
distribution for the calculation of the duration of an activity. 
Due to its flexibility to adapt in situations in which the 

absence of specific data, with respect to the durations of the 
activities measured in situ, do not prevent having a global idea 
of the statistical behavior of the expected durations of 
execution of the activities, taking as a single reference the 
experienced in the field [49]. 

The PERT method maintains that the construction 
duration of the activities is obtained through the estimation of 
3 possible subjective scenarios: 

1) Optimistic duration (a): Minimum possible duration that 
is necessary to carry out an activity. 

2) Most probable duration (m): It is the best estimate of the 
duration necessary to carry out an activity, assuming 
normal conditions. 

3) Pessimistic duration (b): Maximum duration to carry out 
an activity, assuming unfavorable conditions. 

Under these estimates (a, m and b) and based on the 
unimodal beta distribution, it is possible to determine an 
expected duration of an activity (Ed Act.), that will sum the 
average value of the three estimates with a given weight. The 
PERT method suggests eminently practical expressions of the 
average duration of an activity (equation 1) and its 
corresponding variance (equation 2) [50]. 
 

                             𝐸𝑑  𝐴𝑐𝑡.= (!!!!!!)
!

                          (1) 

                                 𝑆! =    (!!!)
!

!
                               (2) 

The procedure used to build the PERT model was as 
follows: 
• The respective activities and durations were identified. 
• The appropriate sequences were determined for each activity. 
• The PERT network diagram was built. 
• Finally, the expected duration for each of the activities 
involved (Ed Act.) were calculated. 

As mentioned before, the study case was divided into 3 
construction activities, ordered sequentially as follows: 
Foundations, Structure and Roofing. Assuming that the 
estimated durations collected on site are sufficiently precise, 
due to the familiarity of the experts consulted with the 
objective activities it was possible to obtain construction 
duration of the activities in their optimistic, more probable and 
pessimistic scenarios (durations a, m and b respectively). 

The durations were translated to a table where the 
precedences and nomenclatures of the activities were defined. 
Because it is a sequential model, in order to start a certain 
activity, the completion of a single previous activity is 
necessary; the network diagram was built linearly and from 
left to right, as shown in Figure 2. Finally, the total 
construction expected duration (Tep), corresponded to the sum 
of the average durations expected in the critical path (ΣTecr), 
corresponding to the 3 activities under analysis [50]. 
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Fig. 2. PERT network model for the considered case study. 

 
V. SCHEDULING USING DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION 

Most simulation models in construction can be treated as 
stochastic models [51], which are defined as the system that 
has a random behavior; i.e., for known system inputs, it is not 
possible to guarantee the output values [21]. In other words, 
the functional relationships between the system variables are 
not perfectly defined as in the case of a deterministic model, 
but can be modeled under a certain probabilistic behavior and 
within a limited or discrete duration range. 

During the last three decades, Discrete Event Simulation 
techniques have been used to provide reliable solutions for 
risky scheduling of construction projects, demonstrating an 
impetus in their ability to explain complex problems, in 
particular of dynamic and iterative operations [52]. 

The steps used to develop the scheduling model, based 
on discrete simulation, consisted of a definition of the 
constructive system, formulation, implementation and 
validation of the system, finally performing the corresponding 
analysis of results. 
 

A. System definition 
Looking at a construction project as a production cycle 

has been a key point since the first meeting of the International 
Group of Lean Construction in 1993, where the Lean 
philosophy was adopted, with the fundamental purpose of 
eliminating the process (or minimizing the impact) of 
activities that do not add value [45]. Although the conception 
of the productive systems in the construction industry, and in 
the manufacturing industry, start from the same global 
characterization, given by the sequence inputs-transformation-
result, the construction industry presents characteristics of 
structure and flow that suggest differences with the 
manufacturing industry [53]. These can be classified as: (a) 
the product is unique in its type; (b) the product is produced at 
the site where it will operate; (c) a temporary organization is 
established and; (d) has a strong regulatory intervention. 

This way, identifying a production system under 
construction, implies recognizing its input-process-exit 
elements [54]. Thus, the simulation model was constructed on 
the basis of the problem under study, considering it as a 
production system, with a flow of entities throughout the 
processes, as can be seen in the general scheme of Figure 3. 
Understanding that the processes under construction transform 
the flows of entities into finished or semi-finished products 
[55]; the entities were defined as the products of their 
processes. 

 
Fig. 3. General scheme of the simulation model. 

 

B. Simulation model formulation 
1) Algorithm and Pseudocode: to represent the simplicity of 
the system to be simulated, the algorithm and pseudocode 
outlined in Figure 5 were designed. First, the entities were 
declared as input through a numeric value, in such a way that 
this attribute would consider the logical sequence of the 
constructive process. The inclusion of the entities was 
configured through a For cycle; in charge of programming the 
release and processing of the entities to the work stations 
through a counter (Cont). Finally, a beta distribution with 
parameters of minimum and maximum duration was assigned 
for each input independently for each activity. 
2) Model hypothesis: Once the conceptual model of the 
construction system was formulated, the basic hypotheses that 
would characterize and govern the production system had to 
be established, for its subsequent implementation. The 
hypotheses were the following: a) Entities or production units 
pass through the product, unlike in a manufacturing model 
(entities in finished state); b) Activities can be started and 
completed independently within a specific sequence (it is 
generally assumed that there are sufficient resources available 
to perform the necessary work). 
 
C. Model implementation 

In order to simply reproduce the behavior of the 
construction system, the simulation model was developed 
using FlexSimTM software, due to its flexible environment and 
user-friendly interface. 
Entities were declared and configured by applying a label (1, 2 
and 3 for each activity respectively). This attribute 
programmed the release of the entities in their finished states 
(Input) to the work stations (Processors), with the purpose that 
once an activity was processed immediately afterwards, the 
next one (programming in Source objects), avoiding phase 
shifts Waits or lack of resources. Figure 4 shows the 
implementation of the developed production model. 
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1) Discrete probability functions assignment: As in the PERT 
method, the durations were assigned a beta distribution with 
minimum and maximum duration parameters (corresponding 
to durations a and b respectively of the PERT method). Figure 
6 shows the configuration of the probability functions linked 
to each of the activities scheduled in FlexSimTM. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Implementation of the model in FlexSimTM. 

 
 

 

Fig. 5. Flow diagram and Pseudocode in the construction of the simulation model. 
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Fig. 6. Beta parameters (min., max, α (Shape 1), β (Shape 2)). 

 
2) Beta parameters α and β: The parameters α and β used for 
the assignment of a probability function to the simulation 
model were obtained from the expected average durations 
associated with the distributions of the activities (Te Act.), the 
most probable m-value, the maximum a of the minimum b, 
these durations being taken from the PERT model (Figure 2) 
and linked to the estimation of the shape parameters (α and β) 
by means of equations 3 and 4 [56]. 

                     𝛼 = !"  !"#.!! (!!!!!!)
!!!"  !"#. (!!!)

                          (3) 

                          𝛽 =    (!!!"  !"#.)
(!"  !"#.!!)

  𝛼                             (4) 
 

VI. SIMULATION MODEL VALIDATION 

To statistically validate the average duration of the 
simulation model (Tsm) the confidence interval methodology 
was used. This methodology establishes that according to a 
specific precision or tolerated by the modeler (εi), the average 
length of a confidence interval H, corresponding to the 
difference between the average duration of the simulation 
model Tsm and a certain arbitrary error (εi), which for a given 
confidence level of 100 (1–α)% and based on the student t 
distribution, is determined by equation 5. 

                    H= Tsm-	  εi = t α/2; n-1 
!"
!
                       (5) 

Where, 
H: Average length of confidence interval. 
n: Number of replicates for a desired level of accuracy. 
So: Standard deviation of the pilot sample. 
t α/2; n-1: Critical value of α/2 corresponding to 95% of the 
student t distribution. 

In order to meet a certain precision, we had to find a 
number of replicas n, such that it was greater than or equal to 
n0, with n0 as the first replica that would satisfy a certain εi. 
Arbitrarily, an εi of 0.5 days was assumed for the analysis of 
each of the activities, according to equation 6. 
 

                 H= tα/2; n-1 !"!   ≤   𝜀  ! ≤ 0.5  𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠                     (6) 
 

A. Calculation of the number of replicas 
The number of replicates n to obtain the average duration 

of the simulation model Tsm was calculated independently for 
each of the activities involved in the construction process. The 
procedure was iterative according to equation 6 and to the 
critical values of the t-student distribution, as shown in Table 
1. The standard deviation of the pilot samples (So) that was 
used for each of the activities was calculated from the variance 
analyzed by PERT simulation (equation 2). 
 

TABLE I 
ITERATIVE PROCESS TO FIND N NUMBER OF REPLICAS 

n0                 t α/2; n1-1 
!!
!!

 𝜀0 

n1                 t α/2; n2-1 
!!
!!

 𝜀1 

     ⋮                         ⋮     ⋮ 

n            t α/2; nn-1 
!!
!!

 𝜀i=0.5 days 

 

In order for the average durations of the activities in the 
simulation model (Tsm) to stabilize, it was necessary that the 
number of replicas be accurate enough not to defer from the 
admitted precision (0.5 days). Figure 7 summarizes the 
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evolution of the behavior of the precision of the simulation 
model (εi), as the number n of replicas increased, until 
reaching the minimum desired error εi of 0.5 days. 

 
Fig. 7. Evolution of the error (εi) to find the number n of replicas. 

 

B. Simulation and convergence analysis 
The simulation stage was carried out under the 

assumption that the simulation model did not contemplate a 
period of warming or suppression of initial data, because it 
emulates a real construction project, which begins its work at 
the beginning of the production chain, without units of work in 
time 0 [21]. 

Considering this hypothesis, the model was run according 
to the number of replicas shown in Figure 1. From the 
software, the random durations of each of the activities of the 
simulation model (Tsj), were captured, where the convergence 
behavior of the mean durations (Tsm), for each activity 
independently. 

The evolution of the average durations of the simulation 
model (Tsm), for a number of replications n and tolerated error 
of 0.5 days, is presented in Figure 8. In this graph it can be 
observed that the behavior of the average durations of the 
simulation model, it was adjusted from a transient state to a 
stable state. The samples n of the model’s exit (Tsmj) began 
with an initial transition period (run in), with average 
durations (Tsm) distant or very distant to converge to a specific 
average duration (biased data); however, to the extent that the 
number of samples n increased, the random variable Tsmj 
reached a stable state. The explanation is that the initial 
conditions determine an initial bias, which influences the 
average time at which the steady state is reached. 

 
Fig. 8. Convergence of mean durations (Tsm) versus number of replicas (n). 
 

C. Average duration of the simulation model 
The mean durations of activities of the simulation model 

(Tsm), were obtained by calculating the confidence intervals 

independently by activity, and considering a confidence level 
of 95% for the average duration, using equation 7. 

                            Ȳ ± 𝑡  𝜶
𝟐;!!!

!"
!
                                      (7) 

The classical interpretation of confidence intervals is that, 
in repeated samples (n), these will contain the average 
duration of the population; along with the standard deviation 
from which the samples were taken [57]. In practical terms, it 
can be established, with 95% confidence, that the average 
duration of construction of each of the activities (Foundations, 
Structure and Roofing) was found somewhere between these 2 
intervals (equation 7). 

Table 2 shows the average durations of the simulation 
model and the detail of the confidence intervals associated 
with each of the activities. 

As in the PERT simulation model, the assumption made 
was that the total duration of the project would correspond to 
the sum of the expected durations of the activities (∑Te Act.). 
Similarly, the duration or average duration of the simulation 
model in the construction process of gross work (Tsmp) 
corresponded to the sum of the expected average duration of 
execution of the activities (∑Tsm), approximating the average 
durations to the next largest number entire duration, as a most 
unfavorable condition. 

TABLE II 
AVERAGE DURATIONS OF THE ACTIVITIES IN THE SIMULATION MODEL 

Activity 

n 
(Days) 

S 
(Days) 

Ȳ± t α/2;n-1 𝐒
𝐧
 Tsm 

(Days) 
Approx. 
longest 
entire 

duration 
Foundations 13 0.89 4.06< 4.6 <5.13 4.6 5 

Structure 45 1.95 13.47< 14.06 <14.65 14.00 14 

Roofing 18 1 7.76< 8.26 <8.75 8.26 9 

Tsmp    -     4 - 26,92 28 

Note: Confidence interval of 95% confidence for the expected average (Tsm), 
FlexSimTM. 
 

Although previous research recommends assigning a beta 
distribution to construction activities, when there is not 
enough data to statistically represent the random behavior of 
an activity [51, 58], it is desirable to evaluate the validity of 
the model with respect to the assignment of the beta 
probability distribution type for this particular case study. To 
do this, based on parameters obtained by the PERT 
programming tool, different combinations of possible 
probability distributions were made taking, as example, the 
normal and uniform betas distributions. 

As shown in Table 3, for each of the combinations of 
possible probabilities, an average duration of the simulation 
model (Tsmp), was obtained, according to the same 
methodology used in the previous stages. After the geometric 
average duration of the 21 possible combinations was 
calculated, this average duration was finally contrasted with 
the average duration obtained by the Beta-Beta-Beta 
distribution combination. From the statistical analysis, by 
applying the Wilcoxon test, it was shown that independent of 
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the different combinations of probability distributions 
obtained and based on discrete simulation, there are no 
statistically significant differences with respect to the classical 

combination obtained from the beta distribution, validating 
this type of statistical distribution as a useful and simple tool 
for engineering and process control. 

 
TABLE III 

VALIDITY OF THE BETA DISTRIBUTION VERSUS THE DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF POSSIBLE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
Beta Distribution (B) Normal Distribution(N) Uniform Distribution (d. U) 

         
      Found.           Struc.            Roof        Found.               Struc.                 Roof.           Found.             Struc.          Roof. 

Beta dist. Parameters (days)  

Act. Found Struc. Roof. 

min. 3 10 6 

max. 8 20 12 

α 1.8 2.2 2.3 

β 4.2 3.8 3.7 
 

Normal dist. Parameters (days) 

Act. Found Struc. Roof. 

µ  5 14 9 

σ  0.9 1.95 1 
 

Uniform dist. Parameters (days) 

Act. Found Struc. Roof. 

min.  3 10 6 

max.  8 20 12 
 

Distribution Combination 

Comb. Found Struc. Roof. Tsmp 

 1 B B B 28 
 2 B B N 30 

3 B B d. U 27 

4 B N B 27 

5 B d. U B 27 

6 B N d. U 26 

7 B d. U N 25 

8 N N N 29 

9 N N B 27 

10 N N d. U 27 

11 N B N 30 

12 N d. U N 25 

13 N B B 26 

14 d. U d. U d. U 26 

15 d. U d. U d. U 26 

16 d. U d. U B 28 

17 d. U d. U N 25 

18 d. U B d. U 29 

19 d. U N d. U 27 

20 d. U B B 23 

21 d. U N N 28 
 

Note: Comparison made with the Wilcoxon test with 5% significance (InfoStat). 
 
D. 3D visualization 

An important part in the field of operations simulation in 
construction has been the ability to visualize three-
dimensional animations of the processes. The visualization of 

simulated construction operations in 3D format can 
significantly help to establish the credibility of the simulation 
models [43]. 

Comparison of mean durations through the Wilcoxon Test. 

n Tsmp 

B-B-B 
Tsmp 

Comb. 
Medium 

(dif.) 
p-value 

21 26.92 días 26.86 días 0.43 0.2043 

                               Distr. Beta. 

         

  

 
 
  
  

Min= 3 
Max= 6 
Shape 1= 1.8 
Shape 2= 4.2 
Stream= 0 

Min=10 
Max= 20 
Shape 1= 2.2 
Shape 2= 3.8 
Stream= 0 
 

Min= 6 
Max= 12 
Shape 1= 2.3 
Shape 2= 3.7 
Stream= 0 
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For the constructive process under study, the virtual 
environment and real-time monitoring of FlexSimTM software 
were used to verify the model, where the external tool of 
Google SketchUpTM was used for constructing and importing 
entities used in the subsequent visualization in 3D format.  

Figure 9 shows the construction and subsequent 
importation of building system entities from Google 
SketchUpTM to FlexSimTM, using 3D graphic exchange file 
formats .dae; compatible with both software. 

Finally, the entities were imported and configured to the 
respective schedule, the model was run in order to observe the 
virtual result of the constructive operation in FlexsimTM. The 
result of the graphical interface of the software is presented in 
Figure 10. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Construction and import of Google digging entities and resources 

SketchUpTM to FlexSimTM 
 

 
Fig. 10. Graphical interface result of the constructive operation (FlexSimTM). 

 
VII. ANALYSIS 

A. Output data 
In order to achieve a graphic description of the durations 

of the activities, data delivered by the simulation model were 
analyzed statistically obtaining the corresponding dispersion 
graphs, frequency histogram and smoothed density. As can be 
seen in Figure 9, the result of the behavior of the output 

durations of the simulation model, in each of the activities, 
tended to approximate a beta distribution. 
 
B. Statistical contrast 

To statistically analyze the durations delivered by the 
PERT scheduling tool, with respect to the random durations 
delivered by the discrete simulation model, it was necessary to 
contrast both scheduling approaches by using the non-
parametric Wilcoxon test, with a level of significance of 5%. 
This statistical test allows the comparison of samples 
assuming that the origin of these does not conform to a normal 
distribution (a necessary requirement in other statistical tests 
such as t-student). 

Data was divided into 3 groups according to each activity 
analyzed. For the activity of foundations, 13 samples were 
considered, 45 for structure and 18 for roofing activity 
(according to the convergences of the average durations 
presented in Figure 2). Each data pair was defined assuming 
for the samples of the PERT model the static value of the 
expected duration of the activity (Tei), versus the random 
durations of the simulation model (Ts1, Ts2,…, Tsj),  as 
represented in the Table 4. 
 

TABLE IV 
STATISTICAL CONTRAST BETWEEN THE PERT MODEL AND THE DISCRETE 

SIMULATION MODEL 
PERT Model 

Activity 
Simulation Model 

Activity 
Te1 Ts1 
Te2 Ts2 
Te3 Ts3 

⋮ ⋮ 
Tei:n Tsj:n 

Note: Te1= Te2= Te3= Tei:n with i, j=1, 2, 3,…to n. 

1) Results of the statistical test: Based on the durations 
obtained through both scheduling approaches (PERT Model 
versus Discrete Simulation Model), these were compared 
independently by activity. The modeling hypotheses that were 
used in this analysis were the following: 
H0= Durations delivered by the PERT programming tool (Tei) 
are equal in comparison to the durations delivered by the 
discrete simulation approach (Tsj). 
Ha= Durations delivered by the PERT scheduling tool (Tei)  
are not equal in comparison to the durations delivered by the 
discrete simulation approach (Tsj). 

From the results obtained by the Wilcoxon test and 
presented in Table 5, it is concluded that because the p-value 
for this test was greater than or equal to 0.05, for each pair of 
samples in the test, there are no statistically significant 
differences between the PERT scheduling method and the 
discrete event simulation approach in analysis. 

As it was verified in this case study, the simplified model 
of discrete simulation obtained equal durations, in relation to 
the total duration of the construction process (28 days), with 
respect to the PERT network scheduling tool. This is evidence 
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of the quality with which the simulation model represented in 
a simple way a real system in construction. This being said, it 
is demonstrated that a simplified and simple approach, based 
on the simulation of discrete events, can become a useful and 

valid scheduling tool, capable of being extended and applied 
by any construction professional, taking as reference their own 
constructive schedules. 

 
TABLE V 

DIFFERENCE OF AVERAGE DURATIONS MODEL PERT (Te) V/S SIMULATION MODEL (Tsm) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

From the exhaustive statistical analysis for each objective 
activity in this case study, it is concluded that the scheduling 
approach based on discrete simulation obtained durations 
equal or similar to the durations provided by the PERT 
network scheduling method, thus validating the simulation 
model as a feasible tool for simplified scheduling of a project 
under construction. 

The scheduling approach based on DES allowed obtaining 
values that were adjusted to the measurements obtained in the 
field, by including the variability in the duration of the 
processes (stochastic), unlike other deterministic scheduling 
techniques.  

In addition, the present DES-based scheduling can be 
easily understood and applied by any construction 
professional, simply using its own sequence of critical 
activities, and thereby helping to reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the completion times of the activities.  

Finally, the schedule developed in this research can be 
considered as a valid management tool, simple to implement 
and capable of addressing the effects of the variability of 
construction processes, by including them in a stochastic but 
simplified analysis of the activities. 
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